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ABSTRACT

Hot spots are energetically important residues at
protein interfaces and they are not randomly
distributed across the interface but rather clustered.
These clustered hot spots form hot regions. Hot
regions are important for the stability of protein
complexes, as well as providing specificity to
binding sites. We propose a database called
HotRegion, which provides the hot region informa-
tion of the interfaces by using predicted hot spot
residues, and structural properties of these inter-
face residues such as pair potentials of interface
residues, accessible surface area (ASA) and
relative ASA values of interface residues of both
monomer and complex forms of proteins. Also, the
3D visualization of the interface and interactions
among hot spot residues are provided. HotRegion
is accessible at http://prism.ccbb.ku.edu.tr/
hotregion.

INTRODUCTION

Proteins interact with other proteins through their inter-
faces in order to fulfill their functions. Interfaces are
formed by residues whose properties determine binding
specificity and affinity. Correct orientations of the
residues are critical for complex formation. Interactions
between the residues in the binding sites are higher than
the protein surface which shows that protein–protein
interactions are highly depending on the cooperativity of
the residues (1).

Some proteins interact with one or two proteins. Some
other proteins, called hub proteins, may interact with
many proteins as many as tens of other proteins. It is
physically impossible for these hub proteins to interact
with all its partners at the same time, since the surface
area of the hub protein is fixed. This suggests that there
are binding sites that should be used repeatedly to bind
different proteins (2–4), probably each with different

affinity and specificity. The distribution of the residues
across the interface and the residue–residue interactions
may answer the question ‘How can the interfaces recog-
nize their partners?’. The residues tend to behave coopera-
tively during the interactions and they form modules in the
interface (5). Proteins may utilize these modules in order
to have specificity and affinity during interactions (6–9)
and also the combinations of these modules yield a
powerful mechanism for binding multiple partners via
unique interfaces (10,11). Also, Chakrabarti and Janin
(12) stated that small binding sites have single continuous
patch; however, larger interfaces may have several
patches. Previously, modules in interfaces are defined
with various methods such as (i) the edge betweenness
criteria in the residue–residue interaction network across
the interface (7,13), (ii) difference of energy profiles of
residues in interfaces (6,14,15), and (iii) clustering of struc-
turally conserved residues in interfaces (9,11,16). In the
edge betweenness approach, the authors used the
topology of the network without considering residue
energy profiles. The other two approaches used hot spot
residues which are driven by energy profiles or structural
conservation of residues. The residues that contribute
more to the binding free energy are called ‘hot spots’
(17–19). Hot spots are tightly packed and structurally
conserved residues (9,11,16). Also Keskin et al. (9)
showed that these hot spot residues are not randomly
distributed along the protein–protein interfaces; rather
clustered. Besides, there is a correlation between energy
change and decrease in the accessible surface area of
these hot spots (20). Also, the cooperativity of the
hot spot residues enlightens the complex binding organ-
izations of the protein–protein interfaces (21,22,23).
Computational methods (24–30) are widely used to
extract hot spot information from interface, because ex-
perimental studies are available for a very limited number
of complexes.
In this work, we combine the residue network topology

with the residue energy profile based clustering
approaches. The residue clusters in interfaces are called
‘hot regions’ (9,22). As we showed in our previous study
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(22), hot regions are useful to interpret the protein inter-
face properties. Here, we present our database
‘HotRegion’ in order to illustrate hot spot cooperativity
information at protein–protein interfaces. HotRegion
stores all available protein–protein interfaces which are
extracted from Protein Data Bank (PDB) (31) entries
using a dynamic update system which is based on the
user’s search queries. If a user searches for hot regions
via a PDB ID which is not in the HotRegion database,
the database can rapidly update itself and show the
results. We hope the database will help in detecting
cooperativity of functionally important residues, muta-
genesis targets and understand the stability and specificity
of protein–protein interfaces.

HOTREGION METHOD

An interface is the contact region between two interacting
proteins. Two residues are defined to be contacting if the
distance between any two atoms of the two residues from
different chains is less than the sum of their corresponding
van der Waals radii plus 0.5 Å (32,33). Hotspot residues in
interfaces are predicted with HotPoint (28) using access-
ible surface area (ASA) and knowledge based pair energies
of each residue (34). In order to define hot regions, a
network of hotspots is constructed. In the network, the
nodes are the hotspot residues and the edges are linked
between nodes if the two hotspot residues are in contact.
Two hotspot residues are defined as contacting if the
distance between their Ca atoms is smaller than 6.5 Å
(9). Afterwards, connected components of the network
are found and if the nodes in a connected component
are equal or greater than three, the connected component
is labeled as a hot region and the hotspot residues in this
connected component labeled as the members of this hot
region.

DATABASE PROPERTIES

The HotRegion database is available at http://prism.ccbb
.ku.edu.tr/hotregion. HotRegion embraces three major
components: a relational database management system
for data storage and management, a web application to
interface the database and a dynamically database update
system. Data are stored in a relational MySQL database.
The web application runs on an Apache web server hosted
on a linux-based system. PHP and JavaScript are used to
implement the web application. The database can be
updated dynamically.

DATABASE CONTENT

Currently, HotRegion contains all the PDB entries as of
January 2011 (70 695 PDB entries, 147 892 protein–
protein interfaces). If a user searches hot region informa-
tion of a protein complex (via PDB ID) which is not in the
HotRegion, the database can rapidly update itself and
show the results. HotRegion has only protein–protein
interface information. HotRegion database offers the re-
searchers to find the hot regions of the protein complexes

and provides structural properties of these complexes such
as pair potentials of interface residues, ASA and relative
ASA values of interface residues of both monomer and
complex forms of proteins. Also, the visualization of the
interface by using Jmol (35) and residue networks of inter-
actions of hot spot residues are presented in the results.
An advanced search option is also available. Users can
manipulate the HotRegion parameters by changing
default values in advanced search section. Advanced
searches are deposited in the database and users can
retrieve their jobs by using an email and job id from the
‘Retrieve Job’ section.

HotRegion needs atomic coordinates of the protein
complexes in the standard PDB format. If atoms are
present in alternative locations, only the first location is
considered. For NMR structures, the first model is used.
HotRegion is specific to protein–protein interfaces; chains
corresponding to DNA and RNA structures return no
interface solutions.

If users do not supply enough information, the database
asks for the missing information. The HotRegion
database is free, open to all users and there are no login
requirements.

TUTORIAL

Simple search

Users retrieve the data of protein interfaces just by
entering a PDB ID and two chain identifiers. Between
the given monomers there must be an interface in order
to get the hot region information. Also users have a
control over the presentation of the results. Three
properties of the interface (residue number, residue type,
chain id) are always displayed in the result table and the
output file, and the rest are displayed based on the pref-
erences (Figure 1).

Advanced search

Users can retrieve the data based on their interface and
hot region finding criteria. Users must enter email infor-
mation in order to retrieve their jobs afterwards. They can
supply a PDB file or enter a PDB code. After entering the
chain information of the monomers that have an interface
between them, users can decide a valid interface extraction
threshold which is summed with van der Waals radii of
atoms. When the van der Waals threshold gets bigger, the
number of interface residues will increase. Also users can
change the hot spot neighbor criterion which is the Ca
distance between the hot spots. When the hot region cri-
terion gets bigger, the number of hot regions will decrease
and hot regions start to merge in order to build larger hot
regions.

Retrieve Job

The returning users can retrieve results of previous jobs by
using the job ids and their email addresses.
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CASE STUDY

Contribution to binding affinity of the proteins

Colicins are plasmid-encoded, stress-induced protein anti-
biotics that specifically target Escherichia coli cells. When
it binds to a specific (cognate) partner, the nuclease can
protect the organism from endogenous and incoming
colicin (36). Kleanthous and coworkers (37) showed that
a limited number of mutations at the interface provide
high-affinity binding to a non-cognate partner.
According to this work, a non-cognate complex between
the colicin E9 endonuclease (E9 DNase) and immunity
protein 2 (Im2) (PDB Id: 2WPT) has a weaker binding
affinity than the cognate femtomolar E9 DNase—Im9
(PDB Id: 1EMV) interaction. When they substitute three
Im2 residues with their Im9 counterparts (Im2 D33L/
N34V/R38T) the binding energy is almost similar to the
binding energy of cognate complex energy. HotRegion
results for these complexes show that the predicted hot
spots overlap with the experimental findings. The
cognate complex has two hot regions but the non-cognate
complex has one hot region (Figure 2) (Table 1). The
structural differences at the interface are based on the dif-
ferent side chain orientations. Possibly, cognate complex
utilizes the two hot regions at the interface in order to
increase the binding affinity of interaction. When we
compare the hot regions of both complexes, we observed
that the only difference between the hot region residues at

Figure 1. Properties of HotRegion Database in a quick view.

Figure 2. (A) Colicin E9 endonuclease (green) interacts with Im9
(purple) and the complex has two hot regions (red and orange).
(B) Colicin E9 endonuclease (green) interacts with Im2 (blue) and the
complex has one hot region (red).
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the cognate complex are L33 and V34 (they formed the
extra hot region with T37 in cognate complex). When
these residues are mutated in the non-cognate complex
to L and V, these residues may probably form the extra
hot region with T37 at non-cognate complex in order to
increase the binding affinity of the non-cognate complex
as much as the one of the cognate complex.

CONCLUSION

A protein–protein interface consists of two binding sites of
two proteins interacting with each other. For all different
protein interactions, the binding energies of each complex
are miscellaneous and the hot spot residues are distributed
in a distinctive pattern. Extracting hot region information
from not uniformly distributed binding energy of inter-
faces is important for analyzing the binding sites of the
proteins. Some complexes are built upon more than one
hot region, and size of the hot region is changing accord-
ing to the binding site properties.
We have earlier shown that such hot regions (hotspot

clusters) are a signature for the protein–protein interfaces
especially for hub proteins (22). A hub protein binds dif-
ferent partner proteins by using different hot regions.
These networked hotspot organization may imply that
the contribution of the hotspots to the stability of the
protein–protein complex within a hot region is coopera-
tive. We hope the database will help in detecting
cooperativity of functionally important residues, muta-
genesis targets and understand the stability and specificity
of protein–protein interfaces.
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